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Mika is a Finnish mastering legend and the keeper of the keys to better 
sounding music for countless hard rock acts. With his own room in 
Finland’s longest running studio, Finnvox in Helsinki, his skills are 
a major draw for the metal community, with more than 1,400 metal 

or hard rock CDs mastered by Jussila. If Mika had a party and invited every act 
he’s mastered, he estimates around 2000 invites would need to be sent, and his 
work has become a gold standard for musicians who make some of the hardest-
to-reproduce music on the planet. His dedication to music is evident from the 
detailed database on his website of the more than 3,500 CDs he has mastered, 
and the consistent audio quality across a huge variety of bands, musical styles 
and budgets is a testament to Mika’s professional approach. (photos by Mika)

How did you get started in mastering, and why do you like the work?
I started working at Finnvox Studios in 1984, straight after finishing school 
and national service. I worked for a short time for Agfa, and every time I came 
to Finnvox to deliver Agfa magnetic tape I asked for a job. They probably got 
bored of me hanging out, so eventually they gave me a job and I ended up in 
the vinyl mastering studio. After three whole days I was left to do cutting by 
myself. My older colleague just told me the necessary technical information, 
then it was all up to me what I did with this knowledge. So I didn’t choose 
mastering: mastering chose me! I wanted to work in a studio and Finnvox gave 
me the opportunity.

When I started it wasn’t possible to study mastering, everything had to be 
learnt on the job — even after all these years, I still find there’s something to 
learn — you never stop discovering new techniques. You have to stay informed 
and adapt your methods to what happens in the global music market. All 
mastered music should be assessed as a product of its time: what was superb 
ten years ago could sound weird today. The world of music changes, so you 
have to change with it, to provide your customers the best service possible. We 
started CD mastering at Finnvox in 1987. I did CD and vinyl together at first, 
but became a full-time CD mastering engineer in 1993, because at the time 
demand for vinyl pressing was dying out. I love mastering because normally I 
will finish an album project in one or two days. I wouldn’t have the nerves to 
do recording or mixing, sitting behind the faders listening to a bass drum on and 
on for several days!

What does your workflow look like?
I use Pro Tools as a player, so first I will import files to a Pro Tools session. I 
play them out through a Lynx Aurora 16 D-A convertor to my analogue chain, 
then back through A-D to the TC6000, and record that to Sound Blade HD at 
96kHz. I will do all editing at 96kHz and from that source I will down-sample 
for all necessary masters.

How did you choose your equipment, and what is currently in your 
mastering chain?
We have compiled the best gear available over the years. Every piece of 
equipment added into my signal chain passes through months of tests. If I 
feel I need a special EQ or compressor to do certain things I start scanning the 
markets, requesting equipment for evaluation, torturing the gear in my studio, 
testing at different insert points. Only if everything has gone smoothly will it 
end up in my signal path. My analogue gear includes Prism Sound Maselec EQ, 
Fairman TMEQ, Focusrite Blue mkII EQ, API 5500 EQ, Fairman TSC optical 
tube stereo compressor and a custom made stereo widener. In my digital chain 
I have only the TC 6000 multiprocessor, including lots of EQs (for example the 
Massenburg), compressors, limiters and De-essers.

What influences your choice of EQ for a song?
The Focusrite is the oldest piece in my signal route, and I still prefer it as the 
best mastering EQ ever made. I love how it works, it’s really musical and does 
things breezily and distinctly. Fairman, with its 24 tubes, has got a different 
kind of character than the Focusrite, but is almost as important. Especially at 
the low end, the Fairman sauna-heater is awesome: sometimes I run the signal 

Mika Jussila
He’s a mastering engineer with a broad depth of experience and something 
of a specialty in music of the heavier kind. NIGEL JOPSON catches up with 

him in his splendid room at Helsinki’s Finnvox complex.
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through that monster just to get those tubes working, 
I don’t know exactly what they do, but they sound 
fantastic! The Prism Sound Maselec EQ is for more 
detailed, pedantic and fussy adjusting. With quite 
narrow Q it is good for peak and boom cutting. I only 
use the Fairman EQ for boosting, the Maselec only 
for cutting, and the Focusrite for both. My API 5500 
is more or less a spare EQ. It’s a bit too rough for my 
taste but also sometimes very useful just because of 
that feature. Maybe the most important tool when 
working in audio engineering is the studio space. 
How can you make any adjustments if you are not 
100% sure that what you hear is definitely and 
absolutely right? You don’t have this quality at any 
other place than in a professional control room, and 
you need absolutely consistent monitors.

Why did you choose your Genelec 1022 
monitors, and do you use a subwoofer?
We got those Genelecs before we had a room for 
them. The studio was designed and constructed 
around the monitors, and because the 1022As are 
pedestal standing we’ve not seriously thought about 
replacing them. Studio D was opened in 1988, 
and it’s now reserved exclusively for my use. The 
subwoofer was installed in 1999 when we built a 
second mastering studio at Finnvox. The sub is a modified 1094A where bass 
goes down to 19Hz, we chose it because of the specs and ease of integration 
with the 1022A monitors. In 2004 we updated the control room monitoring for 
surround 5.1 mastering and got one more 1022A for centre, and two S30s for 
surround monitors. The subwoofer handles LFE and also the lowest frequencies 
of L-R stereo, with a crossover frequency of 85Hz.

What does your dynamics setup look like, do you use several 
compressor/limiters together?
For dynamics, I have the Fairman TSC optical tube stereo compressor, MD3 
multiband in the TC6000 and Waves L3-16. Fairman is a musical compressor 

with which I can avoid that pumping compression sound, but which still 
smoothly packs the signal and raises the level. With the TC6000 multiband 
compressor I use ‘auto gain on’ so I can even do a bit of EQ with that, if 
necessary. The more I compress one band, the more its level rises. The TC6000 
also has some great De-essers. The L3 is just for adjusting the final volume to 
every master. I have only recently removed my SPL Loudness Maximizer from 
the signal path because it didn’t offer a 96kHz sample rate. Several clients loved 
the sound it made, some really nice distortion to the high end — you could 
just push more and more level without hearing any compression — just more 
distortion and digital clipping! I still have it in my rack, I think that SPL must be 
one of my secrets of bright and loud sounding metal albums.
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Is the loudness war an issue for you?
When I mastered LPs — I cut vinyl for the first 8 years of my career –- we had 
a true loudness war going on. Everybody wanted their LP to sound louder than 
the others coming out from radio, music clubs or just at a home of a music 
listener. And to make it louder you need to compress. And over-compressing 
distorted and disturbed many good albums and … just why? Someone thought 
that people can’t use volume knobs on their amps. When CD came out most of 
the professionals thought that because of the high resolution and digital sound, 
we can release mixes as dynamic as they are and we can leave all compressing 
to a minimum because of the high range of CD. Finally we didn’t need to worry 
about the low end, too wide stereo, distortion, snap crackle and pop. CD is, or 
was, a really good format but we screwed it up. We could have used it in the 
right way, leaving all the music dynamic — but no — some jerk noticed quite 
soon that louder must be better.

Almost all the feedback I still get is ‘can you push this any louder?’ Normally 
I try to achieve a decent level and dynamic mastering, and I’ll wait to see what 
feedback I receive. One of my ‘favourites’ is also: ‘this won’t kick ass, can you 
compress more?’ It’s really hard to explain to certain people that the more I 

compress, the less it kicks ass. But this is now a war against loudness, like Don 
Quixote battling against windmills. Slowly and surely, people are waking up to 
this problem. We are taking baby steps to a better direction at the moment, but 
unfortunately lots of engineers are still spoiling albums by compressing too much.

How do you keep your sound so open, especially with bands like 
Stratovarius, where there is so much happening instrumentally?
I think everything is based on that well tested signal route which is really stable 
and doesn’t change all the time. Good gear is definitely the key point. When it 
comes to dynamics you notice I have 4-5 EQs but only 1 or 2 compressors. I 
prefer sculpting sound by equalising, it’s much more important than squeezing 
the sound by compressing. Especially nowadays I make all my mastering quite 
dynamic before I decide the final volume level with the Waves L3 leveller. The 
sound of an album consists of ... you could say maybe 45% from the gear in the 
studio, another 45% comes with the engineer and his personality. The missing 
10% is just luck or destiny or whatever you want to call it! It’s not all about the 
gear, it’s about the person who works on the stuff with his hands and his ears. 
It is quite important to have personality.

MEET YOUR NEW MASTER BUS

Dangerous Music COMPRESSOR & BAX EQ now available in the UK. To find a dealer, please visit www.masteringworks.com
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For your deliverables: do you encode lossy formats for your clients 
as well as CD masters?
I will make a DDP CD-master, 24-bit back-up files and files for digital release 
(MFiT). My goal is always to do one perfect mastering suitable for all formats. 
Some customers ask me to do more dynamic mastering for the vinyl, but I 
normally ask: why can’t we use that same dynamic mastering for the CD? I will 
make files for digital releases separately — they are specially checked with iTunes 
tools and are also at a bit lower level — although still exactly the same mastering.

What is the role of the mastering engineer? Now that albums are 
recorded in so many different locations, is mastering as much 
about guiding the client in mixing and saying ‘Yes, it’s good, the 
record is finished’ as it is about turning an EQ knob?
Those are the reasons, I think, why the mastering engineer is more important 
than ever before. I really would love to work closely with mixing engineers, 
not advising, not even sitting beside, but talking, discussing and speculating. 
In Finland we have one problem caused by a small national market and small 
budgets. Bands don’t use producers but they are producing themselves — 
or else the mixing engineer is doing all the work 
which normally would have been done by a decent 
producer. That causes lots of arguments and endless 
adjusting and fixing. Without sufficient experience, 
they feel insecure and uncertain and can’t make 
any decisions.

You are in an unusual position — you 
master hundreds of rock and metal bands — 
it’s as if you are the go-to man for an entire 
genre! How do you keep fresh, what inspires 
you?
Although I master mostly metal and hard rock I 
definitely love all kinds of music as long as it is good 
enough. I have got a very wide musical education 
from home. It included lots of jazz legends and even 
country and western. In the mid and late seventies 
my brother took me to see Rory Gallagher, David 
Bowie, AC/DC, Doctor Feelgood, and after punk rock 
arrived I was totally fascinated by all the aggressive 
punk bands, especially The Ramones. Nowadays 
I hardly listen to anything after a mastering day 
at Finnvox, my ears just won’t tolerate so much 
music in one day. But if I have the opportunity to 
relax and enjoy music I usually get back to my 
all-time favourites: AC/DC, ZZ Top, The Fabulous 
Thunderbirds, Neil Young, The Doors … there would 
be hundreds and hundreds of names to list!

Talking about metal and hard rock, of which I 
have mastered almost 1,400 CD albums, I describe 
my mastering as ‘working with a positive routine’. 
Normally if you use the word ‘routine’ it’s got a 
negative connotation. With positive routine I mean 
the more I master metal, the more I will get it into 
my mastering. I know already from the first note 
‘what it needs and how to do it’. I know exactly 
which equipment to use to achieve the best result 
and therefore I’m fast. There’s no substitute for 
experience, skills, professionalism and craftsmanship. 
My strength and the quality I serve to my customers 
is me in person, my long time experience, my ears 
and the way I’m committed to my work.

If you were starting in business today, 
would you choose mastering? Is it still a 
good career?
You really need to have passion and enthusiasm if 
you want to be part of the music business nowadays 
— no money involved — only 1% of employees get 
paid well. I still have that passion and enthusiasm 
after 30 years of mastering. With experience and 
passion for all kinds of music comes the best sound 
for each record. You need good ears and skills to 
listen, and you must be a fan, a music lover, a bit 
artistic ... if you only are an engineer the result will be 
cold and faceless sound without any character. I had 

a lot of passion, appetite 
and determination in the 
beginning, and that’s how 
I managed to achieve my 
goal. I’m working in a 
job that I like a lot, and 
I’m still living my dream 
that my work is actually 
my hobby. You know, no 
matter how many hours 
I have to spend in the 
studio, I love it. I can’t 
even tell the difference 
when the hobby becomes 
real work or the work 
becomes a hobby! I love to help all kind of bands, artists, producers, studios, 
labels and record companies by doing the best mastering in the world. I have 
never worked because of money, but because of passion for music. n
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For many years Mastering has been regarded as something of a dark art 
and now for some it is a box-ticking exercise — something that is known 
to be part of the production process but is not really understood. Many 
people offer several services, such as producing, recording, mixing and 

mastering, using mastering plug-ins or an L2 on the mix bus to get the volume 
up. Is this wrong? What does the traditional Mastering facility offer to make a 
difference? 

Let’s begin by looking at working with a traditional mastering room. To start 
with this is not simply a question of in-the-box verses analogue chain as there 
are many contributing factors that make Mastering as important as ever and the 
process of selecting the right facility for the project crucial.

Acoustics — The traditional Mastering room will have been acoustically 
designed to control the sound within the room, isolate it from outside noise 
and to reduce noise escaping to disturb others. The speakers themselves will 
be reasonably large; flush-mounted or floor standing but, unlike recording and 
mixing suites, there are no large mixing desks, or equipment racks to interfere 
with the sound from the monitors. The Mastering engineer should be able to 
hear and correct the slight anomalies that may exist in the mix. These would go 
unnoticed if the audio were mastered in the studio. The same inability to hear 
artefacts can be said of ‘in the bedroom’ mastering.

Equipment — Sometimes the best result for a track can absolutely be 
achieved by working in-the-box, at other times a mix of analogue and plug-
ins, or all analogue will deliver the best result. Traditional mastering rooms will 
offer the opportunity to explore the best of all of these options. The analogue 
equipment is generally more expensive, using a higher class of circuitry with 
detented controls to allow repetition of the settings. The engineers will constantly 
evaluate equipment, selecting their preferred A-D or D-A. Often there will be a 
choice, so that the convertor with the right characteristics can be used. The DAW 
will be chosen for is dedicated Mastering abilities, few if any traditional rooms 
use Pro Tools, for example. It is not possible to embed and ISRC code within a 
broadcast WAV file using Pro Tools.

Analogue tape machines are often used to add tape compression to digital 
recordings and some projects are mixed to ½- and ¼-inch tape and good tape 
machines are becoming highly sought after. If the Mastering engineer opts 
to mix analogue and digital they will generally capture the audio at a high 
sampling rate 192-24 or 96-24. It is worth noting that plug-ins generally sound 
better at higher sampling rates.

There are less obvious investments such as the treatment of the mains power, 

highly accurate sync clocks, which may themselves, be reclocked to drive down 
jitter rates. Also needed are specialist cabling for analogue and digital domains, 
a high-speed computer network and fully RAID Network Attached Storage to 
allow sessions completed months, or years earlier to be recalled.

Vinyl — Vinyl is currently experiencing a resurgence with many engineers 
being asked to cut lacquers from already mastered files. Some of these will arrive 
with minimal dynamic range, be brash and distorted, none of which translates 
well to vinyl and was possibly not even heard by the engineer. At Alchemy, for 
example, we have a special preview tape machine for sessions recorded to tape, 
which allows us to cut in pure analogue from tape.

There is a belief that vinyl is just cut from the CD masters. This does happen 
on budget releases, where the cutting is actually done at the factory as part of 
the manufacturing process, but generally it is understood that cutting is part of 
the artistic process, not the manufacturing process. I have received files, which 
are intended to be ready for vinyl mastering, that are patently unsuitable. 
Sibilance and too much top end are usually the main causes. It is not feasible 
to create a vinyl master without the cutting equipment to hand that allow you 
to make test cuts on.  

The Mastering Engineer — An experienced mastering engineer will bring 
an artistic as well as technical contribution. Mastering is not simply a question 
of making it louder. The whole process is a dialogue with the client and engineer 
exploring different avenues to present the music in the best possible way. When 
the client attends the session this dialogue happens naturally, with unattended 
sessions it is important that the client understands that they are not presented 
with a take it or leave it option.

On occasion, the client can become too close to a project and become unable 

TECHNOLOGY

A question of 
mastering

The economic pressure on smaller projects to self-master is real but  
Alchemy Mastering’s BARRY GRINT believes that all productions benefit 
from an expert final touch. He sets out the case for traditional mastering.
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to give a constructive reflection of their own work. The idea is to bring in an 
outside and independent — but hopefully sympathetic — mastering engineer 
who can recognise those tiny things that the producer and mix engineer 
might not.

One of the most contentious issues is still level. It is difficult for the 
mastering engineer to know how loud the client wants the track to be. With 
European Broadcasting Union (EBU) standard 128 governing broadcast 
levels and moves by YouTube and Apple to apply level adjustment on 
playback, some clients now realise that highly compressed audio, when 
adjusted on playback, can sound more diminished than music with a greater 
dynamic range.

If all of the above seems to make a pretty compelling case for traditional 
mastering, why on earth is anything else entertained? I have spoken with 
remix engineers who have learnt from bitter experience of the perils of not 
supplying mixes with some form of mastering. While the assumption is that 
a release will pass through the mastering process this is not always the case 
and the result that one remix sounds weaker because headroom has been 
left for the mastering engineer to do his work on. In the competitive world of 
dance remixes, being responsible for the weakest sounding mix on a release 
can be commercial suicide.

Some engineers say that budgetary considerations mean that outside 
mastering is too expensive. Studios are under the unrelenting pressure 
they have been since the early 80s. We have seen the sad demise of many 
recording studios and the fundamental fact is that studios with a recording 
space only make money from it when musicians are in there making music. 
The rest of the time the space sits as a massive overhead. Rent, Rates, Heat, 
light and Power are charged 24/7 regardless. It makes complete business 
sense, given the opportunity to maximise the earning potential.

Digital recording technology has democratised the recording process. When 
I first became a mastering engineer, to have a session that was not connected 
with a major label was very rare. Masters would be brought in on ¼-inch 
tape recorded on a poorly aligned Revox. Now talented people are able to 
create truly impressive recordings and release them independently. Frequently 
making little or no money the cost of every aspect is keenly felt. Sometimes the 
quality of the finished release has to be knowingly compromised, or it would 
not be released at all!

A charge laid at outside mastering is that it can sometimes not be in 
keeping and be unsympathetic with the feel and direction that a low budget 
project can require. While, as I pointed out above, it can be that the artist, 
producer, engineer become too close to a song, equally mastering engineers 
often have little time to immerse themselves in the project. If the session is 
booked on a time and materials deal, the client will be conscious of the time 
taken, leaving everyone under pressure to deliver.

Good communication between all parties is essential but it is often difficult 
to achieve when sessions are unattended, or the participants are in different 
time zones. It can be difficult to estimate correctly just how long the record 
and mix process will take meaning that a mastering session may be missed, 
with no opportunity to rebook for several weeks. The release date may 
have press and media campaigns synchronised around it, leaving the mix 
engineer, or producer as the only solution for mastering.

So, traditional Mastering or a plug-in on the mix bus? Well, being a 
mastering engineer I’m clearly partisan and would always advocate using a 
reputable mastering engineer. Clearly though, there are instances where time, 
money, or artistic preference preclude any other option than to use plug-ins. I 
think that we have to be pragmatic and providing there has been a conscious 
decision to pursue a particular path we should respect that.

The relationship with the mastering engineer is as important as any 
other in the creative process and I am always pleased to discover long-term 
collaborations. If I have any issues, they are with some people claiming to 
be jack-of-all-trades and those with computers in their bedrooms charging 
a pittance and exploiting those who are new to the business or don’t 
understand.

In this industry we are not punching out cogs and screws, each release has 
required endeavour, talent, skill and perseverance and in the end it is how 
it sounds that makes people buy or not. A great song that sounds amazing 
should always be the goal. The UK has some of the most talented mastering 
engineers in the world but maybe we don’t shout about it as much as our 
colleagues across the pond.

The Music Producers Guild (MPG) has a dedicated mastering group, which 
all mastering engineers are welcome to join. n

Contact
ALCHEMY MASTERING, UK
Website: www.alchemymastering.com
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The start of the internet age was not kind to audio mastering as a trade. 
In the hierarchical structure of physical distribution, mastering had 
its niche as a business-to-business process. Mastering was given the 
respect and deference necessary by other professionals to ensure the 

smooth delivery of music to the listening public. The painful arrival of digital 
distribution in the music industry meant the 
backroom masterers were not only thrust into 
an unexpected customer-facing role, but also 
found themselves being asked to justify their 
very existence.

Rewind a decade and you will find countless 
webpages along the theme of ‘What is mastering, 
and why do I need it?’ Younger producers, 
musicians, and indie labels found themselves 
with far more administrative responsibilities than 
previous generations — not least the funding of 
their releases — and quite reasonably questioned 
why, if their music was already digital, couldn’t it 
just be distributed straight away? When neophyte 
producers understood what was required, it was 
obvious their laptops already hosted various 
plug-ins to modify dynamics and EQ, and the 
tools to produce PMCD or DDP files and burn 
CDs were cheaply available. Of course the cream 
of mastering engineers would always have their 
place in the production chain for label-funded 
chart artists but, not unexpectedly, top MEs like 
Bob Ludwig have always been 
customer-friendly anyway, and 
were better able to transition to 
more public roles. This left a whole 
swathe of competent technicians 
with the challenge of building up 
their own mastering businesses — 
or possibly being out of business 
altogether.

I had many conversations with 
MEs while writing this piece and 
I’m happy to report that, while 
budgets are still constrained, the 
pendulum seems to be swinging 
in a positive direction. ‘Business is 
very healthy; we’ve been running 
at pretty much full capacity for 
the last couple of years and have 
just this month taken on our first full-time employee — junior 
engineer Oli Morgan — so we’re looking forward to being able 
to spread the increasing workload a little more easily,’ Nick 
Watson of Fluid Mastering told me. Although Nick and his 
co-director Tim Debney have both been mastering for more 
than 20 years, Fluid was founded just 8 years ago, so perhaps 
it’s easier for them to demonstrate growth as their reputation 
spreads. Still, in Nick’s opinion: ‘From what we can gather 
talking to friends in the business, budgets are tighter, margins 
smaller — but there’s plenty of work around.’ There is a wider 
acceptance of the importance of the mastering process — for 
several different reasons, which we will discuss — all of which 
have been important for careers and business development in 
mastering. ‘Three years ago when we opened the first main 
mastering room in Alchemy, Hammersmith it was fully booked 
generally three weeks in advance. Now that room is fully 
booked eight weeks in advance, and the second main room is 
fully booked two weeks in advance,’ I was told by Matt Colton 
of Alchemy Mastering (Resolution V12.4)

A key effort to counter the threat from cut-price semi-pro 

services were initiatives by well-known studios like Abbey Road and Metropolis 
to introduce budget online offerings of their own; importantly, these two iconic 
studios have continued to develop their internet services. An early criticism was 
that a choice of ME was not offered — I heard a couple of stories from specialist 
genre acts who’d wanted to get a ‘big name studio’ on their box — only to be 
a little disappointed with the results. It’s a bit unreasonable, after all, to expect 
a classically trained engineer in St John’s Wood to understand the bombastic 
nuances of Grindcore. In 2013 Abbey Road made it possible to select engineers 
by name, and in February 2015 Metropolis relaunched its iMastering, with a 
refreshed website offering a choice of engineer and full ME biographies. The 
process of booking mastering online has also been simplified at Metropolis, with 
options to add extra deliverables or change specifications after the initial order. 
In 2012, when UMG acquired EMI, there were fears for the future of mastering 
at Abbey Road, but in fact the world’s largest record label has ramped up 

investment, with a new mastering suite constructed 
and a new but very experienced ME brought onboard: 
Miles Showell, familiar to many for his enthusiasm for 
half-speed vinyl mastering.

Vinyl has been a significant driver in a higher 
regard for quality from clients. ‘An interesting side-
effect of the vinyl boom that we have noticed is that 
clients are generally more concerned about sound 
quality because of the cross-over between the super-
fan collectors’ market and the audiophile market,’ 
Nick Watson of Fluid Mastering explained. ‘People 
understand that heavily limited and/or distorted 
casualties of the loudness war do not translate well 
onto vinyl, and this is making people think twice 
about how dynamic their masters are in general; 
they want their stuff to sound good rather than just 
loud and that’s good for business.’ John Webber 
(Resolution V13.6) of Air Mastering agrees: ‘Our 
original business plan was based on a per year roll 
off [for vinyl cutting], however it’s gone the other 
way. Record plants are expanding, new jobs being 
generated. It’s all positive whatever you think about 

the format itself.’
As we discussed in Resolution 

V14.1, vinyl LP sales reached 
a 20-year high in the UK of 
1.29m in 2014, following years 
of unbroken growth, and recent 
Official Charts Company data for 
the first quarter of 2015 reveals 
the trend is continuing, with vinyl 
album purchasing up a staggering 
69% versus the same period in 
2014, and vinyl singles also up 
23%. I noted in our January/
February issue that figures from 
pressing plants suggest the point-

Mastering up
Mastering underwent massive cultural and logistical change  

with the arrival of digital delivery and not all of it was positive.  
NIGEL JOPSON reports on the state of playback.

Nick Watson and Tim Debney, cofounders of  Fluid Mastering

Bob Ludwig

Matt Colton
Photo: Will Evans
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of-sale figures seriously underestimate the resurgent popularity of vinyl, and the 
situation is similar in the US. As Bob Ludwig (Resolution V9.2) told me: ‘For 
facilities like Bernie Grundman mastering or Sterling Sound they are making 
out like bandits with all the vinyl cutting they are doing. Even if one sells 10 
LPs, one must still cut a lacquer master! I’ve been asked repeatedly to go back 
to offering the vinyl cutting I did so much of during my career, and I can’t, 
I’m so busy already and I can’t possibly add that into my schedule.’ The vinyl 
mastering boom is also broadly evident across Europe. ‘I notice all the vinyl 
cutting houses have a 10-12 week lead time, they’re adding rooms and adding 
shifts and it really has taken off,’ Darcy Proper of Wisseloord Studios (Resolution 
V11.3) told us. ‘I’m good friends with someone who has spent a long career at 
one of the bigger cutting and pressing plants in Holland, and he says they’ve 
never been busier — ever!’ Darcy observed that many of her European clients 
are also planning high-resolution releases: ‘We are generating a lot more 
deliverables. Some productions have an HD Audio or Pure Audio Blu-Ray 
(Resolution V12.8) release planned, plus standard CD, iTunes, higher resolution 
MfiT (Mastered for iTunes), and higher resolution files for vinyl cutting as well.

‘Even for those of us who don’t cut vinyl, I see an improvement in the audio 
quality overall,’ explained Proper. ‘Most of my clients are now intending to cut 
vinyl, most cannot afford to do two different mastering sessions, so they’re 
actually opting for a healthier more dynamic CD and digital delivery, because the 
same set of files will be used for cutting the vinyl! In a strange way, vinyl has been 
responsible for creating better sounding CDs and better sounding release files.’

Vinyl is not the only driver for a return to quality: many MEs have expended 
considerable time and effort online, in blogs and videos, explaining the benefits 
of mastering to a new generation of customers. Like many internet memes — 
although at first apparently superficial, negative and defiantly dismissive (I don’t 
need mastering my mate Trevor has a multiband compressor plug-in that makes 
beats mad phat) — the pendulum has now swung the other way with a crash. 
‘I’m finding that, instead of me having to warn people there’s no point in making 
a song too loud, a lot of people are aware of the issues already and will say — 
no, we definitely want it dynamic so it works on Spotify and YouTube,’ reports 
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Mike Cave of Loft Mastering 
(Resolution V11.7). ‘It’s a 
very welcome thing, because 
for so long everyone seemed 
obsessed with getting music 
super-loud.’

Many MEs have blogged 
about mastering in an effort 
to educate a new generation 
of production pros. Jonathan 
McMillan of Bluepro 
mastering took to Vimeo 
and YouTube to demonstrate 
how level normalisation 
on streaming service 
Spotify makes the monster 
waveforms of David Guetta’s 
Without You actually sound 
quieter than Stevie Wonder’s 
70s hit Isn’t She Lovely. 
ME Ian Shepherd started 
blogging after leaving long-established British pressing company SRT to set 
up his own Blu-ray authoring and mastering business. He found himself at the 
centre of a media storm after taking to his blog to explain some of the technical 
issues affecting Metallica’s 2008 release Death Magnetic, an album which 
became a much referenced touchstone in the ‘loudness war’. His posts were 
picked up by Wired magazine and later the Wall Street Journal and Guardian. 
Ian explained to me how he’s modified his own business approach subsequent 
to the online response he received from his blogging. ‘My original idea with 
Productionadvice.co.uk was to offer professional feedback as an engineer and 
producer to musicians who couldn’t afford to hire a full-time producer for a 
project,’ Shepherd explained. ‘The idea was that people would enjoy all the 
useful information on the site and then become interested in my services as a 
producer — that never really took off! But what did happen was that people 
became more and more interested in my expertise as a mastering engineer.’ 
Along the way, Ian developed several mastering e-books and audio courses 
and finds ‘everything feeds back on itself in a positive way.’ As a direct result 
of explaining so much about mastering online, Ian came up with the idea for 
a real-time comparison tool with A-B matching, now available as a plug-in 
from meterplugs.com (Perception, reviewed in Resolution V13.6). ‘When some 
colleagues saw me being so free with information they said: “You’re mad — 
doing yourself out of business!” but I’m finding my own business is just building 
up and up on every level. All of this stuff is positive for revenue, I wouldn’t be 
able to justify spending time on it if it wasn’t, but I also genuinely believe music 
makers need to learn about these issues.’

For a huge swathe of music producers, a positive interaction and on-going 

dialogue with their ME has become 
increasingly important. ‘Even 
professional mix engineers are being 
forced to move about a lot or work 
with more modest setups in order to 
meet budgets,’ explained Darcy Proper, 
‘sometimes, it’s entirely possible that I 
am the only person in the chain with 
a serious professional background in 
the technical side of the production 
process. Then you really are the safety 
net for everybody up to that point.’ 
For digital mastering, a younger 
generation of engineers — some from 
mixing or larger studio backgrounds 
— are moving into mastering because 
of their technical nous and because 
as Jaime Gomez Arellano (Resolution 
V12.3) observes ‘The time-to-money 
ratio in mastering is pretty good!’ 
Because of his knowledge of the 
heavy rock and metal genres as a 
producer, Jaime sometimes masters 
digitally himself, ‘then I either get the 
lacquers cut in Finland or send my 
clients to Noel Summerville [formerly 
ME at Pye/Transfermation, a specialist 
lathe man at 3345 Mastering]’ Over 

and over again, it was emphasised by the younger 
generation of engineers that social media, fast 
communication and back-and-forth dialogue with 
clients is important.

‘When I set Loft Mastering up 11 years ago 
I was very focused on mixing, Loft was almost 
like a side-line, but now mastering has also 
become really busy,’ revealed Mike Cave, who 
has mastered James Vincent McMorrow, Rufus 
Wainwright and Fat Boy Slim. ‘This week I’ve got 
just one mix to do and about 20 mastering jobs 
— two albums and several singles and EPs. I only 
have two attended sessions this week, the rest of 
it is all online.’ With his background as a freelance 
mixer and previously an engineer at Parr Street 
studio, working with acts like The Coral, Elvis 
Costello and Echo & The Bunnymen, Mike has 
found one of his unique selling points is to offer 
stem mastering. ‘Even if you give some guidance 
after hearing the first mixes, some people really 
have no idea how to fix problems like the guitars 

swamping the vocal. Instead of me trying to explain how to improve a mix, and 
they can’t quite nail it, they can just send me the guitar and vocal separately, 
and I’ll sort it out for them.’ He caps the number of stems at six, but sometimes 
gives clients a break on pricing if they’ve run into problems. Cave makes the 
point that just a few tweaks from an experienced engineer can bring a song 
to life. ‘One thing I’ve found with stem mastering is that people literally can’t 
believe the improvement which can be made,’ the Liverpudlian said, ‘I’ve had 
clients so completely made up, they’re just shouting about me to everyone!’

To sum up then: budgets still tight, vinyl bonus, return to quality, work 
online, educate ‘end users’ and extend the offering. The new online, customer-
facing working relationships may require commitment, but for many MEs the 
results have been worth it. As Ian Shepherd observes: ‘When I started online 
nobody knew what mastering was, then it got to the point where people did 
know what mastering was but everybody thought the aim was to make stuff 
really loud, and that’s what they wanted. Now we’ve definitely got past that 
point, and I hope things will continue in a positive way!’

Matt Colton — described by Coldplay’s Chris Martin as: ‘a man with golden 
ears and a bag of fairy dust under his desk’ — offers his view. ‘It’s been 
changing for the 20 years I have been in the business, with more people able 
to do more things on their own. A management company might decide they 
don’t need a record label for a particular project for example, and come to us 
directly, or an artist may master their album before they have signed a deal. But 
the majors still seem to be healthy, and are also doing a lot of very good work 
as well. I think overall it seems the UK music industry in general is in a period 
of good health.’ n
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channel linking settings.
Other FabFilter mastering plug-ins include the Pro-Q 2 EQ with 

analogue modelling and linear phase processing, the Pro-MB 
multiband compressor/expander and the Pro-C compressor with 
flexible sidechain and routing options. All FabFilter plug-ins are 
available in 32/64-bit VST, VST 3, AAX Native and AudioSuite, AU 
and 32-bit RTAS formats.
www.fabfilter.com

IK Multimedia Quad

IK Multimedia’s Quad plug-ins are sold through its T-Racks 
Custom Shop application. The entire range of plug-ins are then 
available to a DAW or as part of the T-Racks shell which allows you 
to chain up to 12 processors.

The Quad multiband mastering processors, as the name 
suggests, allow you to split the signal into a maximum of four 
user-adjustable frequency bands. The slope of the filters that 
split the frequency bands can also be modified. The Quad Comp 
compressor and Quad Lim limiter can operate in stereo or M/S 
mode, providing additional flexibility. Quad Comp incorporates 
four of IK Multimedia’s Opto compressors, each one operating 
on a separate, user-definable frequency band. The ability to 
compress each band separately allows it to act practically like a 
dynamic EQ as well. The brickwall limiter version of Quad Comp, 
Quad Lim has user- definable time constants and makeup gain.

Combining M/S processing with multiband architecture, Quad 

Image allows control over the stereo width of each frequency 
band. This can be used to adjust the relationship between centre 
and side content or to change the width of a stereo source. 
Quad plug-ins are available individually or as part of the T-Racks 
Multiband Series and the T-Racks Grand bundles. 

The Quad plug-ins are available in 32/64-bit VST, AAX Native & 
AudioSuite, AU and 32-bit RTAS formats.
www.ikmultimedia.com

Nugen Master Pack

Master Pack comprises five plug-ins 
assembled specifically for mastering, 
the newest of the bunch being ISL 2st 
and MasterCheck. 

ISL 2st is an intelligent look-ahead 
b r ick wal l  l imiter  that  prov ides 
transparent True Peak limiting for 
stereo and mono content. It delivers 
content fully compatible with loudness 
normalisation standards used by 
iTunes Radio, Spotify and many others. 
MasterCheck demystifies loudness 
normalised playout systems, showing 
the effect of compression on audio so 
you can determine how much is enough 
and, by using loudness matching, what 
happens as the compression increases. 

Monofilter defines the centre of the 
bass, easily lost through stereo effects 
processing, synth sound generation, 
unwanted phase inconsistencies and live 
recording microphone bleed. The plug-
in gives accurate control over stereo spread, transition and phase 

CEDAR Studio 7

A Resolution Award winner in 2013, CEDAR Studio 7 comprises 
advanced processes that allow you to eliminate a wide range of 
common problems and significantly improve the sound quality 
of your audio. Each CEDAR Studio 7 process has been derived 
from the CEDAR Cambridge flagship to provide results quickly, 
with the minimum of fuss and user intervention. 

Spectral editor Retouch 7 will identify, isolate and manipulate 
individual sounds within an audio file. With two new processes; 
Cleanse and Revert, it is now possible to obtain optimum results 
more easily and more quickly. CEDAR has created a standalone 
version so you no longer need a workstation to access Retouch.

DNS One (individually a Resolution Award winner in 2010) Learn 
is developed from the algorithm within DNS 8 Live and allows 
DNS One to calculate an estimate of the background noise level 
and determine suitable noise attenuations at each frequency 
for optimum suppression. Leave it switched on and it will adapt 
to changes in the background without adding latency or eating 
into the wanted signal. 

Adaptive Limiter 2 calculates a continuously varying EQ profile 
to constrain the output while retaining the integrity of the input 
for a controlled signal that remains much more natural than 
audio processed using conventional limiters. It is also an excellent 
maximiser and is ideal for mixing or final mastering.
www.cedaraudio.com

FabFilter Pro-L

With four different limiting algorithms each with their own 
character, FabFilter’s Pro-L brickwall limiter claims to be loud yet 
transparent. The Pro-L offers precise output and level meters, 
including inter-sample peak detection and K-system support 
combined with a real-time level display. Features include up to 
four times linear-phase oversampling, advanced dithering and 
noise shaping, customisable look-ahead, attack, release and 

Products
Plug-ins for mastering.

Spotlight: McDSP
McDSP’s ML4000 is a dual plug-in: a high-resolution 
limiter and a multiband dynamics processor designed 
for music, mastering, post, and live sound. It comprises 
the ML1 mastering limiter and the ML4 multiband gate, 
expander, and compressor fed into the ML1. 

The ML1 uses a flexible brick wall look-ahead design 
coupled with multiple stages of limiting for peak 
detection. The knee and mode controls allow the ML1 
to handle material with a variety of responses ranging 
from transparent to aggressive.

The ML4 includes a 
4-band gate, expander 
(upwards or downwards), and compressor fed into the same limiter algorithm found in the ML1. 
Each band’s gate, expander and compressor can be configured separately or linked together. 
Steep 24dB/oct crossover filters minimise signal leakage into adjacent bands. Multiple real-
time metering options in each band allow quick visualisation of all signal dynamics. The ML4 
crossover page shows the overall frequency response in real-time of the input, output or total 
dynamics effect on top of the graphically adjustable crossover frequencies.

The ML4000 is available in HD or Native versions for AAX DSP/Native, AU and VST formats. 
All McDSP’s new version 6 releases include support for VST and VST3.
www.mcdsp.com
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alignment, with visual feedback in a tactile interface that lets 
you grab the applied stereo envelope and manipulate it directly, 
without using abstract parameters and knobs. Stereoplacer 
is a fine-tune parametric balancing control. Each band can be 
tuned into specific frequencies and the frequency content can 
be moved around in the stereo soundstage. 

Visualizer, recently updated to V2, is an audio analysis tool. 
Nugen Master Pack plug-ins are available in 32/64-bit VST, VST 

3, AAX and AudioSuite, AU and 32-bit RTAS formats.
www.nugenaudio.com

Universal Audio

Universal Audio’s Precision Mastering Plug-Ins Bundle comprises 
a multiband mastering tool, EQ and limiter all made primarily 
for use with programme material. The Precision Multiband is 
a mastering tool that provides five spectral bands of dynamic 
range control. Compression, expansion or gate can be chosen 

separately for each of the five bands. Two filterbank modes offer 
linear-phase or minimum-phase gain control; the linear-phase 
option creates phase-coherent results, whereas minimum-phase 
gives a more analogue sound. 

Modelled on the behaviour of real-world analogue mastering 
filters, the Precision EQ is a stereo or dual mono 4-band equaliser 
and high-pass filter using parametric controls. To preserve detail 
and ensure minimum of artefacts in the upper frequency range, 
the Precision Equaliser is up-sampled to 192kHz.

The Precision Limiter achieves 100% attack within a 1.5ms 
look-ahead window, which prevents clipping, and guarantees 
zero overshoot performance. The attack and release curves are 
optimised for professional mastering and minimise aliasing. 
The Precision Limiter claims to be a colourless and transparent 
mastering limiter where the audio remains untouched unless 
the compressor is working, in which case, only gain is affected.

The Precision Mastering Bundle requires a UAD DSP Accelerator 
Package or Apollo Interface and the latest version of the UAD 
Powered Plug-In Software.
www.uaudio.com

Waves Masters
Waves’ basic mastering bundle, Masters, contains a couple of 
linear phase plug-ins; an equaliser and a multiband compressor 
and a brickwall limiter all designed for mastering. The Linear 
Phase EQ has five user-definable bands of EQ with linear phase 

crossovers, lowband and broadband components and nine filter 
types. The Linear Phase Multiband features five user-definable 
bands with linear phase crossovers for phase distortion-free 
multiband compression. Finally, the L2 Ultramaximizer combines 
look-ahead brickwall peak limiting, level maximisation, and ultra-
high resolution (with double precision bit requantisation and 
dither with a 9th-order noise shaping filter.)

The Waves Grand Masters includes the Masters bundle along 
with ten more plug-ins including Center: a processor that 
separates phantom centre from side content and is intended to 

In review after review, Tracktion’s T6 DAW is praised for  
 its powerful feature set; its intuitive, single screen interface; 
 its great sounding summing characteristics; its modest  CPU 
burden and many other technical breakthroughs. 

What truly surpises most users is how all of this culminates in 
 a delightfully inspiring creative experience — one that lets you 
 quickly record ideas and focus on the music. 

Add T6 to your DAW collection for a fresh perspective.  
$60 New, $30 Upgrade, Free Trial Available.

tracktion.com
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bring out or down vocals without affecting everything else. Also 
in the Grand Masters bundle is MaxxVolume which claims to 
perform all the essential dynamics processes in one convenient 
tool. MaxxVolume combines technologies from Waves’ L2 
Ultramaximizer, C1 Parametric Compander, Renaissance Vox 
and Renaissance Compressor in one plug-in. 

These Waves plug-ins are available in 32/64-bit VST 3, AAX 
Native & AudioSuite, AU and 32-bit TDM, RTAS formats.
www.waves.com

Voxengo

The Voxengo Mastering bundle includes four plug-ins designed 
for mastering and submix processing in stereo and surround. 

The Soniformer dynamics processor boasts 32 spectral bands. 
Polysquasher will work in stereo, M/S or as a surround compressor. 
The CurveEQ equaliser implements spectrum matching that 
allows you to transfer a spectrum’s shape, allowing you to ‘copy’ 
the frequency balance from one piece of audio to another. Finally, 
the Elephant mastering limiter has a DC offset filter and bit-depth 
convertor with optional noise-shaping. 

Voxengo mastering plug-ins are available in VST, VST3 and 
AU formats. 
www.voxengo.com

Izotope Ozone 6
Ozone 6 is a plug-in and standalone mastering application that’s 
been around since the very early days of Izotope. It has a number of 
tools aimed at the mastering process including a new Dynamic EQ 
(advanced version only), Equalizer, Dynamics, Maximizer, Exciter, 
Imager, Post Equalizer and Dither. Though it is similar to the idea of 
a channel strip, it aims to be much more of a complete mastering 
tool at whatever stage of the mastering process one is at. 

It features multiband processing in the Dynamics, Exciter, and 
Stereo Imaging modules. The Dynamics module has RMS and 

true envelope 
d e t e c t i o n 
a s  w e l l  a s 
variable knee 
control. It can 
also automate 
t h e  t a s k  o f 
f i n d i n g  t h e 
right release 
times with an 
adaptive release mode. The Stereo Imager can widen a mono or 

“It’s magic!”- Andrew Scheps 
   (Red Hot Chili Peppers, Adele, U2, Metallica)

P R O F E S S I O N A L  A U D I O  P L U G I N S  |  W W W . M C D S P . C O M

AE400 Active EQ
Boost or cut any frequency only when you needed to.   It’s not magic - it’s 
the AE400 active equalizer.

The AE400 goes beyond conventional equalization with a dynamic response 
based on signal levels.  Tracks can be perfectly equalized during quiet and 
loud sections without automation.  Adjustments are intuitive with the 
graphical interface, and unique compgraphical interface, and unique compression-like control over equalization 
make the AE400 an ideal mixing tool.

Download a free 14-day demo of the AE400 today at mcdsp.com and 
experience the magic yourself.

Features:
- Four fully overlapping fixed and active EQ bands           
- Independent control over all active EQ parameters per band       
- Unique active EQ ratio - Unique active EQ ratio response control
- Side chain support

Spotlight: PSP 
PSP Audioware make four plug-ins that lend themselves to use in 
mastering. 

PSP MasterComp is a stereo dynamics processor that claims to 
offer transparency even at extreme compression settings and high 
sample rates. There are two version of the MasterComp plug-in, 
one of which has a wide range of controls dedicated to mastering 
compression and expansion the other — MicroComp — has a more 
CPU efficient algorithm optimised for mixing.

Neon is a linear phase equaliser plug-in with eight bands of 
equalisation, each of which can be assigned one of seven filter 
types. It uses frequency-domain fast convolution based linear 
phase algorithms for the best balance between CPU efficiency and 
phase accuracy. Version 2 of Neon comes in three flavours of which Neon HR is most suited to mastering as it offers linear phase 
processing as well as three spectral resolution levels. 

Xenon is a full-band, dual-stage limiter plug-in featuring an integrated leveller, K-system metering and psychoacoustically 
optimised wordlength reduction. Dithering or noise shaping can be performed 
on groups or individual audio tracks with X-Dither which is designed to be used 
during various stages of the recording and mastering process, including final 
digital mastering. These PSP plug-ins are available in 32/64-bit VST 2.4, AAX 

Native & AudioSuite, AU and 32-bit TDM, RTAS formats.
www.pspaudioware.com
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narrow mix naturally without phase artefacts using the ‘Stereoize’ 
control.

The new Dynamic EQ module has four bands of dynamically 
triggered EQ and can operate in M/S or stereo mode. It has 
analogue minimum-phase modes and digital linear-phase, 
claiming to be the only software solution to do so.

The standalone application allows you to compare and adjust 
multiple audio files for consistent sound. Single or multiple files 
may be exported in one pass with Izotope’s MBIT+ Dither while 
automatically appending file names with track number prefixes 
when exporting multiple files.

Ozone 6 is available in 32/64-bit VST 2, VST 3, AAX and 
AudioSuite, AU and 32-bit RTAS formats.
www.izotope.com

Sonnox Fraunhofer Pro-Codec v3

A Resolution Award winner in 2012, the Sonnox Fraunhofer Pro-
Codec allows real-time auditioning and comparison of a variety 
of audio codecs. It has a display that helps analyse codec-induced 
clipping and noise and enables real-time compensation for 
clipping. The Pro-Codec’s monitoring tools and built-in encoding/
decoding features enable mixes to be optimised for specific 
target formats, ensuring maximum fidelity for final encoding and 
distribution. Integrated into the plug-in are Fraunhofer’s AAC and 

mp3 codecs, including MPEG Surround and multichannel AAC 
formats for surround mixing, as well as Apple’s iTunes+ codec 
for mixing directly for the Mastered for iTunes programme (Mac 
version only). A standalone Manager application, enables batch 
processing of multiple files and includes a full metadata editor. 

The Fraunhofer Pro-Codec v3 is available in VST, AAX Native, AU 
and 32-bit RTAS formats.
www.sonnox.com

Cerberus Audio Epoch 

C e r b e r u s  A u d i o 
specialises in emulating 
the sound of analogue 
processing. 

Epoch is a dynamic 
comb filter that reads and reacts to transient information 
using high resolution dynamics including compression, gating 
and sidechaining. For subtle to drastic sonic changes Epoch’s 
360-degree ‘angle knob’ combines with a delay slider for smooth 
additive or subtractive filtering to make it happen. Its programme-
dependent release analyses audio and adds tonal character in 
relation to amplitude. The result is musical compression that can 
alter tone as desired, with selectable styles that blend classic and 
modern feedback and feedforward designs. 

Cerberus Audio mastering plug-ins are available in VST, VST3 
and AU formats. 
www.cerberusaudio.com

Celemony Capstan

Capstan is capable of removing wow and flutter from recorded 
music whether on tape, compact cassette, wax, shellac or vinyl. Its 
algorithm is capable of recognising the smallest amounts of wow 
and flutter and also continuous speed variations within musical 
material. It allows detailed editing that extends to letting you 
draw in the curve by hand. Capstan’s detection of notes and their 
deviations is based on Celemony’s Direct Note Access technology 
found in their pitch and timing editor, Melodyne. Capstan runs on 
Mac or PC and requires no additional hardware
www.celemony.com

Zynaptiq
The ZAP bundle includes four restoration plug-ins. Unfilter aims 
to restores your sound’s natural frequency response by removing 
effects like comb-filtering, resonance, roll-offs or equalisation 
thereby effectively linearising the frequency response of a signal 
automatically. 

Unveil removes reverb and masking effects by using a real-
time de-mixing algorithm to separate reverb and direct signal 
components, and then allows cross-fading between the two. 
Unchirp gets rid of the objectionable types of codec/denoiser 
artefacts associated with lossy audio encoding and other FFT-
based processes, such as spectral denoising. 

Pitchmap changes the harmonies and melodies within a tune, 
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mix, sample or loop on the fly by simply playing new ones via 
MIDI. The ZAP bundle plug-ins are available in 32/64-bit VST 2.4, 
AAX Native & AudioSuite, AU and 32-bit RTAS formats. 
www.zynaptiq.com

Plug-in Alliance M/S Mastering Bundle
Plug-in Alliance’s M/S Mastering bundle mainly comprises tools 
from Brainworx with contributions from Elysia, SPL and Vertigo. 

Elysia’s offering is the Alpha compressor plug-in: a software 
reincarnation of its US$10,000 analogue M/S mastering compressor.

Brainworx plug-ins included here are; bx_digital v2 EQ, 
bx_meter peak, RMS and dynamic range, bx_refinement tube-
like analogue mastering chain tone, bx_saturator v2 to add 
subtle warmth or crushing distortion and bx_XL v2 M/S stereo 
mastering limiter.

Now available as a plug-in, SPL’s Passeq emulates the first 
hardware passive EQ with three separate frequency ranges for 
boost and cut.

Rounding out the bundle, Vertigo’s VSM-3 harmonic generator, 
adds tasty to trashy distortion and features M/S processing.

All plug-ins support VST 2, VST 3, AAX Native, RTAS, AudioSuite 
and AU. The Elysia and SPL plug-ins support AAX DSP and TDM 
whereas the rest support only one or the other of these two. 
www.plug-in-alliance.com

Slate Digital FG-X

In the FG-X Mastering Suite, Slate Digital has designed a mastering 
plug-in alternative to the ubiquitous peak limiter. To transparently 

add level to a mix it has developed a dynamic Intelligent Transient 
Preservation saturation system. This process uses a lookahead 
detection algorithm to analyse incoming transients and groups 
of transients. It then optimises a specialised set of saturation 
curves for that specific transient. ITP is contained within the 
level maximisation part of the suite which offers the user further 
control before and after the maximisation process along with a 
mastering compressor. 

The FG-X Mastering Suite plug-ins are available in 32/64-bit VST, 
AAX, AU and 32-bit RTAS formats.
www.slatedigital.com

LCn Loudness Correct
L C n  L o u d n e s s 
Correct is available 
as a Pro Tools plug-
in or as a standalone 
version with watch 
folder capability for 
automatic batch -
n o r m a l i s a t i o n o f 
multiple audio files. 
LCn is available for 
stereo or 5.1 surround 
— LC2n and LC6n 
respectively.
The plug-in version allows Pro Tools users to apply faster-than-
real-time, two-pass, off-line processing from within their host, 
while the standalone version runs on PC and Mac. Users can 
drag and drop their audio files into a user-defined target folder 
for fast and easy loudness normalisation and true peak limiting. 
The new, normalised file will automatically be created in another 
user-defined destination folder, and the application can be set 
to automatically delete the original file or keep it in the watch 
folder. Traffic light indicators quickly show whether or not a file 
is compliant with the standard chosen.
www.tcelectronic.com/lcn


